
Our Greater Mission – Company, Institute, Alliance of Partners

As a Company, IRI has embarked on a greater mission to apply scientific and technological
discoveries in ways that will more efficiently, more economically, serve the Greater Good of
humanity and life, on planet Earth and beyond as we embark on a new era in history, the
exploration  and colonization  of  space,  and  at  some point  in  the  future,  the  contact  and
interaction with other living beings in our universe.

Our Mission goes further than just ourselves as a for-profit  Corporation that is doing the
explicit  actions you know about as IRI.  We are closely aligned with other partners in the
private  and  public  sectors,  and  this  spans  from  academia  to  professional  sports,  from
entertainment  and  gaming  to  mental  health,  from  fundamental  physics  and  theoretical
studies to the control of robots in space.

Our Greater Mission is shared with TETRAD Institute and several others:

TETRAD Institute was originally inspired and created to be a centre for scientific research
spanning  several  mutually  connected  and  interdependent  themes  and  topics  within  the
physical, biological, and socioeconomic spheres. The focus was originally and always upon
foundational topics, open questions, challenging issues, and also with a clear objective to
always seek human-serving, life-sustaining applications for even the most speculative and
challenging of those fundamental research topics. Thus, there has been, over the years, the
formation of a set of centers, programs and projects, spanning such fundamentals in physics
and  complex  systems,  in  biology  and  medicine,  in  psychology  and  socioeconomics,  in
cybernetics and control systems, and always with a strong commitment to education.

Svalbard Global Seed Vault - Safeguarding the world's seeds (and the knowledge of how to
use them wisely) for the future

Project Gutenberg - Digital preservation of cultural works, with a mission to "encourage the
creation and distribution of eBooks"

SESAME - Synchrotron-Light for Experimental Science and Applications in the Middle East -
bringing  together  scientists  and  students  from  diverse  and  often  in-conflict  nations  and
cultures

Nikolka  Foundation  -  Direct  educational  and  practical  assistance  to  underprivileged,
disadvantaged, disabled, abused children. Assistance to orphanages and boarding schools,
restoration of churches. Special programs for children including master classes in arts, crafts.

Instituto Nacional de Biodiversidad - 
Intelligent uses of our biodiversities for practical and healthy applications without destruction
of our natural environments and with cultivation of sound sustainability practices

Istituzione Leonardo Da Vinci - 
Education for Youth in the Sciences with a foundation on social responsibility
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